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DJUSA is a turnkey event entertainment and production company with over 20 years of event experience.   
We handle social, experiential, corporate, and non-profit events on any scale.  Our team of seasoned 

professionals have handled events at all types of event spaces on a global level.



Our goal is to provide unparalleled customer service to individuals by offering the highest quality event 
solutions available.  Our foundation is built on great consumer experience.  The key element to our success 

is simple – we always over deliver.   



When planning your dream wedding, DJUSA has the entertainment and production solutions to ensure 
your celebration is nothing less than perfect.  Book DJUSA and allow DJUSA to be part of the most 

memorable day in your life.
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In July 2019, DJUSA planned and executed all entertainment and production for a massive Indian wedding 
at Westchester Marriott



Event: Pragna & Aman’s Wedding

              Location:     Marriott Hotel, Westchester, NY  
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Worked with a bride & groom over the course of 
nearly 1 year to ensure their special day was 
perfect.   The entertainment and production 

solutions had to exceed the expectations of a very 
detailed oriented couple.   DJUSA certainly 

transformed an ordinary hotel ballroom into a 
celebration space that was truly extraordinary.      



Customized production for a groom to ensure his 
safety as well as compliance with the           
American Disability Act guidelines.



Collaborated with multiple vendors to plan and 
execute a 5-part event production with 400+ guests.  

Events included the pre-night, baraat, wedding 
ceremony, cocktail, and reception.    
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DJUSA was responsible for the following entertainment and production logistics:

Full event production

Production and execution of customized Baraat float 

Audio, visual, and lighting for Hindu Ceremony

DJ & Event Host placement for every event

Audio, visual, and lighting for reception inclusive of HD rear projection screens

Live PTZ simulcast and zap shots

Customized large format vinyl printing for a 65’ ceremony aisle and 800 sq. ft. dancefloor

Collaboration with event planner and decorators



Get a sneak peek into Pragna & Aman’s Wedding:

Aman’s Epic Baraat: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9pMEQ1wwgDw

Audio, Video & Lighting at Westchester Marriott: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3iQS7cbmzqw
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EPIC BARAAT
DJUSA worked with the best vendor in the wedding industry to conceptualize and produce a custom made one of a kind 
Baraat float.   The float was designed to include high energy sounds, ice cold air shots, and 110% energy for the 
ultimate groom arrival.   A custom ramp was built to adhere to ADA specifications to safely and secure the groom to 
enter and exit the float.   DJUSA mixed music live keeping the energy high as the groom’s procession danced their way 
to the ceremony.     A CO2  handheld cannon blast was used to hype the crowd.   Additionally, a custom hydration 
station was kept on the float throughout the baraat.  
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WEDDING CEREMONY
DJUSA continued playing with live music as guests entered 
and exited the  ceremony.    Both a clip on and hand held 
microphone was given to the Hindu Priest for all 
announcements during the ceremony so guests could learn 
about the traditions.    DJUSA used large format vinyl 
printing for a 65’ aisle leading the bride, groom, and 
bridal party to the mandap.    The white and gold design of 
the custom installed vinyl aisle created elegance along with 
the décor. DJUSA rigged lighting into the ceiling to further 
enhance the ambiance of the room where the ceremony 
took place. 
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COCKTAIL & RECEPTION
The DJUSA team rocked the dance floor with positive vibes throughout the night.   This was a very detailed production 
inclusive of surround sound, rear projection screens, a large format vinyl printing for a 800 square foot dancefloor.    A 
full lighting package was managed by DJUSA.    The lighting package included a 20’ overhead truss, LED lighting, 
rigged lighting over the couple’s stage, and pinspot lighting to spotlight the centerpieces.  A DJUSA team was onsite 
including the zap shot photographer and live cast PTZ videographer to make sure every moment captured on the 
screens.      
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Contact Us

Sharad Bhavnani
Chief Executive Officer
sharad@djusaevents.com


Arun Datta

President
arun@djusaevents.com





11 Michael Avenue, Farmingdale, NY 11735    l     516.496.2003    l     www.djusaevents.com     l      @djusaweddings
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